Brunner Group in Rheinau
Pioneering new build with optimised space usage

Innovation Factory
places its trust
in primion
Brunner Group in Rheinau expands its premises

The Brunner Group, located in Rheinau, Germany, is
one of the leading international providers of designer
contract furniture. The family-run business has a
workforce of over 500 and manufactures exclusively
at its headquarters in Rheinau and markets its
products all over the world. It delivers over 500,000
chairs and 100,000 tables annually from its factory.

A coherent holistic concept
for the Innovation Factory
A pioneering new build is being created at the heart
of the Brunner Group’s factory site. The “Innovation
Factory” is a multifunctional, standalone building that
has been planned by the well-known Henn architectural practice. The goal of the expansion is to respond
to the continuous growth path that the company is on,
with optimised processes and with more space for
development and production. The 6,525m² new build
is scheduled to be completed by the end of this year.
During the building and restructuring phases, the
topics of workflow management and access control
were brought into focus, and following a long tendering process, primion came out on top with its holistic
concept.

Benjamin Himmelsbach from the primion’s regional
office in Karlsruhe: “This was an exciting project
with a company that is very successful thanks to its
sustainable programme of growth and its innovative
solutions. Our goal is to secure Brunner’s premises
with primion access control, to protect its equipment
and know-how as well as to design its time recording
processes in a more efficient and more transparent
way. We are very much looking forward to our future
collaboration.”
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